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The following list summarises the comments made by stakeholders during the presentation and workshop on
Wednesday 13th December 2006.
Action
1. Amount of Parking
Concessionary travel encourages more trips by public transport. Kinchbus have
30% more pensioners with free local bus travel. Uncertainty as to whether these are
replacing car trips or are newly generated trips.
Location of car parks is considered good for the less able bodied as they are
conveniently located within walking distance of key destinations.
A reduction in the amount of on-street parking and wider footways would encourage
more trips to be made on foot and by cycle. Wards End is considered to be
particularly unsafe in this respect but needs for loading/unloading must be
considered.
Free on-street parking encourages traffic to circulate the town searching for a space
rather than paying for parking in car parks. Circulating traffic is considered a
problem.
The Town Centre Group consider that cars should be given lowest priority in
comparison to other modes of travel for accessing the town centre.
It is important to consider the type of space as well as the number of spaces, for
example short and long stay spaces. Although over 7000 parking spaces looks
good we need to look at the availability and type of provision.
Differing opinions were raised regarding the effect loss of on-street parking would
have on retail. A view was raised that along Baxter Gate where on-street parking
has been removed the effect on retail has been negative. Concern was raised that
this may happen along Wards End with the MP proposals where a large proportion
of trade is from people using on-street parking. It was suggested that the habit of
parking directly outside of a particular shop needs to be broken.
Links from the Browns Lane car park to the town centre should be improved. An
improved footway/cycle link through the park was suggested.
Signing should be improved to make drivers aware of which car parks are short stay
and which are long stay. A further comment was made regarding specific signing
for motorcyclists to reduce the amount of time spent circulating for an available
space.
The Police indicated that a key factor in the usage of car parks was security. It was
stated that the crime rate at the Beehive Lane car park is low.
It was stated that the reason behind the high satisfaction amongst car park users
was attributable to factors such as security, cleanliness, and lighting.

Large scale investment is focused primarily into Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester.
There is concern from retailers that Loughborough may fall behind as a result. A
loss of on-street parking would accentuate this. Further concern expressed
regarding competition from Fosse Park. As a result parking in Loughborough needs
to be ‘cheap and plentiful’. The need to model future parking needs taking into
account competition from the 3 Cities and Fosse Park was raised.
The view was expressed that parking is a secondary consideration after choice of
shops. Loughborough needs to find its niche in the market. Additional view
expressed that the cost of parking was less of an issue than the choice of shops.
Further opinion raised that Loughborough offers things that the ‘3 cities’ don’t such
as food shopping and a market. Some consider that the same people would still
shop in Loughborough regardless of whether or not it has a market.
Reference was made to the indications in Regional Planning guidance that car
parking should not be increased in order to help encourage use of other modes.
2. Location/Distribution of Car Parks
A general query was made regarding the possibility of having a park and ride site in
Loughborough as it often takes too long to get in and out of the town centre. The
view was expressed that whilst there are so many public and Private spaces in the
town centre people won’t use a park and ride facility.
A view was expressed that it can be difficult to find a car park when approaching the
town from the west along Ashby Road due to poor signage.
The Town Team support the idea of a good standard of peripheral car parks.
It was queried whether or not commuter parking would be covered in the parking
strategy.
Concern was raised that commerce may leave the centre of town as it has done in
Leicester where businesses have relocated to Meridian Business Park.
Increase focus needs to be given to improving public transport. It was stated that
public transport services from Loughborough tend to decrease in frequency after
17:00.
Granby St considered to serve an important function and its presence should be
maintained
3. Quality of Car Parks
The appearance of the Beehive Lane car park is attractive whereas the appearance
of The Rushes car park is considered unattractive.
An extension to the Sainsbury car park and superstore was recently rejected by the
company.
It was stated that the CCTV cameras at the Beehive Lane car park are not viewed

after 6pm. Car park CCTV needs to be managed as part of the wider town centre
provision.
A view was expressed that less people visit Loughborough in the evenings than
perhaps could do.
A member of the Motorcycle User Group considered that motorcycle thefts are high.
Study needs to take account of published guidance (copy provided) to ensure
provision is secure and observed. Good provision in Beehive Lane but nothing
available in Baxter Gate area.
There is a lack of secure parking at the Baxter Gate end of town.
Parking charges are reviewed on an annual basis and a decision is made based
upon what the market will stand and the budget available.
A pay and display method of payment can be problematic when people do not have
the correct change.
The minimum charge for a bus into town is £1.20. When compared to car parking
fees this is considered to be an unattractive option.
Demand for cycle stands is evident during the Summer when cycles are chained to
railings and lamp posts because of a lack of cycle stands/appropriately located
cycle stands.
Market Street and Ashby Road are primary routes for cycling into Loughborough for
students. Market Street in particular is considered to offer a poor standard of
provision for cyclists.
Cycle stands are sometimes positioned too close to buildings and other cycle
stands. A good example of this is in the vicinity of the college.
4. Tariff Structures
Competition from other cities and the internet needs to be recognised.
Retailers prefer pay on foot rather than pay and display. Pay on foot allows
shoppers to spend as much time as they like browsing the shops without having to
return to their cars by a certain time. If people spend more time browsing they
spend more money. The retailers would prefer new car parks to be pay on foot.
However, other stakeholders considered that the results of the report were not as
conclusive as they had been portrayed. Issue for car parks where there is a 2 hour
maximum stay and pay and display ensures spaces turn over during the day.
Concerns that pay on foot would result in a loss of security staff patrolling each car
park. Where crime is low security staff were considered to have a key role in this.
Whilst there appeared to be a good argument for pay on foot this was not supported
by strong evidence.
Overall stakeholder dislike how income from fines generated by car parking is used

by the Council. It was then stated that if income generated from fines is not retained
like at present the parking tariffs would need to increase.
In Birmingham and Lincoln a system has been introduced whereby people can ‘top
up’ their pay and display ticket using their mobile phone.
It was stated that people who park in The Rushes tend to do so for 2 hours or less.
There is confusion as to how much to pay when arriving at pay and display car
parks at certain times of the day. For example if someone arrives at 17:30 the daily
rate still applies but at 18:00 the evening charge of 50p begins.
The question was raised as to whether retailers could be charged a specific rate per
year to enable free parking in public car parks for shoppers. There was a counter
view that as bus fares were so high there was a case for subsidising them.
5. Longer Term Issues
Civil Parking Enforcement will force people to park in the town centre rather than in
residential areas as they do at the moment.
Ashby Road is considered to be one of many hazardous areas in terms of road
safety.
Civil Parking Enforcement will be cost neutral. The number of enforcement officers
will be similar to when the number of traffic wardens were at their peak.
Draft RSS indicates zero traffic growth by 2026
6. Other Issues
The appropriateness of locating a new car park in the vicinity of Pinfold Gate and
also expanding the Browns Lane car park was questioned.
The location of future car parks should depend on ease of access to town centre
and road network and to the distance to walk into town.
In the past the integration of the Somerfield car park with the Granby Street car park
was considered. However this was not included in the Town Centre Masterplan. A
request was made for this to be reviewed again as part of the parking strategy.
WYG were invited to attend the next Chamber of Trade meeting scheduled for 15
January 2007.
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The following summarises the comments made by attendees at the Chamber of Trade presentation and
workshop:Action
1. The results of the user surveys of Loughborough carried out by CBC do not reflect
public opinion. Request made that retailer and shopper surveys are carried out as
part of the study.
2. Concern that trade is being lost to Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester. This situation
will worsen as financial investment is primarily given to the 3 cities rather than
Loughborough.
3. The cost of introducing pay on exit at existing car parks isn’t as high as the Council
lead people to believe. There was strong support for a pay on exit method of
payment as it is believed that people will spend longer in Loughborough than they
do under the existing pay and display method of payment.
4. Concern that the additional 200 spaces identified for the next 10 years in the
Masterplan will prove insufficient. Accessibility was seen as a key advantage
Loughborough has over the 3 cities. The location and tariff structure of existing car
parking is considered to be good. Relocating car parking to the edge of town is
considered problematic. Browns Lane Car Park is considered to be too far from the
town centre and not an adequate replacement for a possible loss of parking at
Granby Street Car Park.
5. Concern relating to the phasing of new development and car parking e.g. whilst the
new magistrates court is under construction there is reduced parking at Pinfold
Gate but no alternative.
6. A mixture of on-street, surface level, and multi-storey car parking should be
provided at Wards End.
7. Rationalising existing car parking as identified in the Masterplan is not a reflection
of the views made by traders over the last 2 years. Parts of the Masterplan are not
a reflection of the views of the town team made to CBC e.g. cars should be given
the lowest priority of all modes of travel available.
8. Bedford Square should be made an arrival space. Rationalise what is there and
keep an element of parking.
9. Privately maintained cycle parking should be considered as well as Council
maintained cycle parking.
10. Some disagreement as to whether Regent Place is really a town centre car park.
11. There is a view that the number of on-street car parking spaces has decreased
over the last 10 years.
12. Recent changes along Baxter Gate are not believed to be a major cause for the
closure of some businesses here.
13. If surveys reveal that some car parks have spare capacity this should be treated
with caution as these car parks may not be conveniently located.
14. The study should consider more than the hard facts as there is concern that this
could result in Loughborough entering a downward spiral. The uniqueness of
Loughborough should be considered and the direction it wishes to move in i.e. does
Loughborough want to compete with the 3 cities and attract the larger retailers or
does it want to attract the smaller specialist retailers. Edge of town car parks are
suitable for shoppers wishing to use the larger stores but on-street parking is
important to specialist retailers.
15. Parking is considered to be one of the factors that makes Loughborough attractive.
16. Management at Carillon Court Car Park has been campaigning for VMS signing for

the previous 4 years. They’re willing to provide financial input but suggest that
assistance (non financial) from the Council has not been forthcoming.
17. A view was expressed that parking isn’t the reason why people chose to shop
elsewhere (Nottingham, Derby, Leicester). The main reason is that the retail
offering isn’t good enough in Loughborough.
18. The Parking Strategy should have an element of flexibility incorporated into it.

